A Sample of Rebele Internships Alums from the Past Twenty Years (2002 – 2021)

Katlyn Alo Alapati  Newsroom Developer, *San Francisco Chronicle*, 2017
Jackie Botts     Latin America Data Correspondent, Reuters, 2016 2017
Aliyah Chavez   Anchor and Managing Editor, Indian Country Today Newscast, 2017 2018
Marta Oliver Craviotto   Visual Innovation Editor, *Miami Herald*, 2017
Amy DiPierro   Data Reporter, Center for Public Integrity, 2019 2020
Danielle Escheverria  Reporter, *San Francisco Chronicle*, 2018
Irena Hwang   Data Reporter, *ProPublica*, 2018 2019
Isabella Jibilian  Producer, Rhode Island PBS, 2018
Julia Ingram   Data Journalist Fellow, *Frontline*, 2018
Reade Levinson  Investigative Reporter, Reuters, 2015
Drake Martinet  Chief Technology Officer, *MIT Technology Review*, 2009
Ash Ngu    News Applications Developer, *ProPublica*, 2017
Vanessa Ochavillo  Newsroom Fellow, WBUR, 2019
Alexa Philippou  Women’s Basketball Reporter, ESPN, 2016
Alejandra Salazar  Story Editor, TED Audio Collective, 2016
Georgia Wells  Technology Reporter, Wall Street Journal, 2009
Erin Woo  Reporter, The Information, 2019
Daniel Wu  Morning Mix Reporter, Washington Post, 2020

Note: Listed years refer to the academic year of the Rebele Internship. Job titles are from April 2023.

Recent Honors for Rebele Internships Alums


2022 Finalist, National Book Award  https://www.nationalbook.org/people/toluse-olorunnipa/